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Extended extraocular phenotype of PROM1 mutation
in kindreds with known autosomal dominant
macular dystrophy

Francesca I Arrigoni1,2,10, Mar Matarin3,4,10, Pamela J Thompson3,4, Michel Michaelides5,6,
Michelle E McClements5, Elizabeth Redmond1, Lindsey Clarke1, Elizabeth Ellins1, Saifullah Mohamed3,4,
Ian Pavord7, David M Hunt5, Anthony T Moore5,6, Julian Halcox1,9 and Sanjay M Sisodiya*,3,4

Mutations in prominin 1 (PROM1) have been shown to result in retinitis pigmentosa, macular degeneration and cone-rod

dystrophy. Because of the putative role of PROM1 in hippocampal neurogenesis, we examined two kindreds with the same

R373C PROM1 missense mutation using our established paradigm to study brain structure and function. As the protein

encoded by PROM1, known as CD133, is used to identify stem/progenitor cells that can be found in peripheral blood and reflect

endothelial reparatory mechanisms, other parameters were subsequently examined that included measures of vascular function,

endothelial function and angiogenic capacity. We found that aspects of endothelial function assayed ex vivo were abnormal in

patients with the R373C PROM1 mutation, with impaired adhesion capacity and higher levels of cellular damage. We also

noted renal infections, haematuria and recurrent miscarriages possibly reflecting consequences of abnormal tubular modelling.

Further studies are needed to confirm these findings.
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INTRODUCTION

The effects of a single human gene mutation may be widespread and,
in their breadth, often unsuspected. We have previously explored the
cerebral structural and functional effects of mutations in genes
expressed in the eye and the brain, in individuals ascertained by
their mutant eye phenotype, in whom extraocular phenotypes were
often not appreciated. Using this paradigm, we have demonstrated
roles for the genes PAX6, PITX2, SOX2, OTX2 and RIMS1 in human
brain development and cognitive function.1–4

Mutations in PROM1 have been shown to result in retinitis
pigmentosa,5,6 macular degeneration7,8 and cone-rod dystrophy.9

PROM1 encodes prominin-1, a 5-transmembrane glycoprotein also
known as CD133 and AC133. CD133 was originally identified as a cell
surface antigen present on hematopoietic stem cells and on early
progenitor cells in the bone marrow, including endothelial progenitor
cells (EPCs).10,11

Emerging evidence suggests that EPCs are able to differentiate into
mature endothelial cells, contributing to neovascularization and re-
endothelialization during both embryonic and postnatal physiological
processes.12 Consequently, CD133 is used to identify stem/progenitor
cells that can be found in peripheral blood and thereby identify
endothelial reparatory mechanisms and also to identify tumour
stem cell populations in a variety of blood and solid cancers.13,14

Consistent with a role in tissue repair, increased levels of circulating
early EPCs marked by CD133 have also been found in response to
brain injury.15 CD133 is also involved in murine and human adult
hippocampal neurogenesis,16 murine brain myelin genesis and
maintenance.17

Because of the putative role of PROM1 in hippocampal neuro-
genesis, we examined two kindreds with the same known PROM1
mutation using our established paradigm to study brain structure and
function. We subsequently examined other parameters including
measures of vascular function, endothelial function and angiogenic
capacity.

METHODS
The study included two unrelated kindreds that were already reported as having

autosomal dominant macular degeneration mapped to 4p15.2–16.3.5,18

From kindred A, the proband (A-V:1), her mother (A-IV:2), aunt (A-IV:4)

and grandmother (A-III:6) were studied. In kindred B, the proband (B-II:1)

and her mother (B-I:1) were included in the study (Table 1). In both probands,

the same R373C PROM1 mutation had been identified. Clinical history was

obtained from all participants.

Healthy control groups were recruited from staff and colleagues from the

Institute of Child Health.

The study was approved by the Joint Research Ethics Committees of the

Institute of Neurology/National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, and
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Moorfields Eye Hospital and the Institute of Child Health/Great Ormond

Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust. Subjects provided

informed written consent for all parts of the study.

Brain imaging
Subjects were studied on a 3T scanner. Details of the high-resolution MRI,

cerebral and hippocampal volumetry are provided in the Supplementary

Material.

Cognitive tests applied to kindreds
Neuropsychological tests employed were as described previously.19 All of the

standardised tests selected require verbal interaction only. Intellectual level, executive

and memory function were tested. Details are given in the Supplementary Material.

Clinical testing
Proband A-V:1 had renal and pulmonary assessments previously undertaken

owing to relevant clinical symptoms. Olfactory testing was undertaken using

the UPSIT1 (Sensonics Inc, Haddon Heights, NJ, USA), with age-matched

control data based upon North American subjects, shown to be applicable to

British populations.20,21

Blood and vascular investigations
After a 12-h overnight fast, venous blood was taken from three subjects from

kindred A and one from kindred B. After subjects had rested for 415 min,

recumbent right brachial artery blood pressure was recorded using an auto-

mated sphygmomanometer (Dinamap, Critikon, FL, USA). Five readings were

taken, and mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure was calculated.

The isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells, flow cytometric

analysis for detection of EPCs and cellular microparticles (MPs), circulating

endothelial cell (CEC) extraction and analyses, growth factor detection, the

ability of specific cells to form colonies, microparticle assays and in vitro

colony-forming and Matrigel angiogenesis assays were performed as detailed in

the Supplementary Material. For kindred A, vascular structure (carotid artery

intima-media thickness, IMT) and function (flow-mediated dilatation (FMD)

of brachial artery) were also assessed (Supplementary Material).

Statistics
Non-parametric tests (Mann–Whitney U) were used with SPSS, version 14

(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Data were expressed as median and interquartile

range.

RESULTS

Clinical findings
The ocular phenotypic data have been published.5,18 A-V:1 had
steroid-resistant asthma. She had a clinical assessment for microscopic
haematuria, with a normal renal ultrasound and intravenous
pyelogram. A-IV:2 also had microscopic haematuria, with recurrent
renal infection and renal scarring on intravenous pyelography. She had
eight pregnancies and four children. A-III:6 had recurrent renal
infections, seven pregnancies with three miscarriages and four
children. A-IV:4 had two unprovoked seizures.

In kindred B, B-I:1 had high blood pressure and high cholesterol.
According to North American normative data, UPSIT A-IV:4 and

B-II:1 had mild microsmia and A-III:6 had moderate microsmia.

Neuroimaging
Subject A-III:6 had many small high-intensity lesions in the cerebral
white matter (WM; Figure 1b). Subjects A-IV:4 and B-I:1 also had a
few (1–2) non-specific WM lesions. The presence of WM hyperinten-
sities on the FLAIR images for subject A-III:6 was scored by a
radiologist blind to the clinical data, using the Scale of Tarvonen–
Schroder and Scheltens semiquantative rating scale.22 This scale scores
the severity of hyperintensities separately in different anatomical areas
of the brain, including periventricular regions, areas of deep WM,
basal ganglia and different infratentorial regions. The total score was
19. Lesions were focused on deep WM (score¼16/24) and pons
(score¼3/6). Lesions in frontal brain area were considered as severe
and mild-to-moderate in the other brain areas.

An empty sella turcica was noted in A-III:6, A-IV:2 and A-IV:4
(Figure 1a). Baseline pituitary function (TSH, T4, cortisol, FSH and
LH) was normal in all three. No other changes were noted. MRI brain
scans in kindred B were normal. Hippocampal and cerebral volumes
were within normal ranges for all patients from both kindreds.

Cognitive function
No distinctive pattern of cognitive deficit was noted (Table 1). All
subjects in kindred A except A-IV:4 showed average to superior verbal
memory scores. A-IV:4 showed poor performance for delayed recall on

Table 1 Summary of age-corrected cognitive performance (in italics poor or impaired scores) and extraocular findings

R373C PROM1 mutation Family A Family B

Subject A-III:6 A-IV:4 A-IV:2 A-V:1 B-I:1 B-II:1

Relationship to proband Maternal grandmother Maternal aunt Mother Proband Mother Daughter

Age, years 65 41 44 21 65 32

VIQ 114 90 96 110 106 110

Verbal learning trials 46 (50th) 46 (25th) 51 (50th) 50 (25th) 22 (o1st) 56 (50th)

Verbal learning delay 7 (25th) 9 (10th) 13 (75th) 12 (50th) 6 (10th) 14 (75th)

Verbal recall immediate 38 (75th) 31 (25th) 43 (90th) 49 (90th) 17 (10th) 48 (90th)

Verbal recall % 105 (90th) 90 (50th) 102 (90th) 98 (90th) 88 (50th) 92 (50th)

Fluency phonemic ‘s’ 12 19 16 18 15 24

Fluency animals 19 15 26 24 20 28

Hayling’s total score 14 16 13 18 11 17

Cognitive estimates 5 12 8 7 4 5

Extraocular medical history RI, M, MC M MH, RI, MC SRA, MH, NE Normal M

MRI findings WMH, EST WMH, EST EST Normal WMH Normal

Vascular profiles EX NE EX EX NE NE

Endothelial function EX NE EX EX NE EX

Abbreviations: EST, empty sella turcica; EX, examined; M, microsmia; MC, miscarriages; MH, microscopic haematuria; NE, not examined; RI, renal infections; SRA, steroid-resistant asthma;
VIQ, verbal intelligence quotient; WMH, white matter hyperintensities.
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the auditory verbal learning test with an average performance on the
remaining tests of memory. In kindred B, B-I:1 had impaired verbal
learning, for trials reduced performance on tests of immediate
recall and delayed verbal learning. All subjects except A-IV:4 and
B-I:1 showed average executive functions.

Vascular and endothelial function
Vascular profiles. Subjects A-V:1, A-IV:2 and A-III:6 underwent
vascular investigation. Each subject was ranked into an age group,
(1, 2 or 3), in which 12 healthy controls, with a median age similar to
that of the subject, were included (see Table 2). Patients and controls
were all females and had no known cardiovascular risk factors, with the
exception of high blood pressure and high cholesterol in subject B-1:1.

Brachial artery FMD and carotid artery IMT. Detailed descriptions of
procedures are in Supplementary Material. Briefly, the diameter of
the brachial artery was measured at rest, during reactive hyperaemia to
induce endothelium-dependent FMD, again at rest and after admin-
istration of glyceryl trinitrate (GTN), an endothelium-independent
dilator. FMD and the ratio FMD:GTN-induced dilatation provide the
best measures of endothelial function.

FMD did not alter with age in the controls (Table 1). There was no
difference in median FMD when comparing grouped controls and
patients (8.28 (5.68–11.40) and 4.88 (4.06–12.27)). The ratio
FMD:GTN did not alter with age in controls, but fell with age in
the patients. The median FMD:GTN ratio for the grouped patients did
not differ from the controls (0.95 (0.90–0.97) and 0.98 (0.96–1.02)).

Figure 1 (a) The white arrows show empty sella turcica in three PROM1 patients (A-IV:4, A-III:6 and A-IV:2) and one normal sella turcica (A-V:1). (b) The

black arrows show WM hyperintensities in one PROM1 patient (A-III:6).

Table 2 Blood/vasculature tests in controls and PROM1 subjects

Age group 1 2 3 P-values

ID A-V:1 B-II:1 Control A-IV:2 Control A-III:6 Control

Age 19 32 21 (17–24) 46 46 (45–47) 66 55 (53–61)

Gender Female Female Female

Percentage of FMD 12.27 7.4 (4.5–11.4) 4.06 9.4 (6.1–12) 4.88 7.27 (6.2–11.5) NS

FMD/NTG 1.02 0.95 (0.9–1) 0.98 0.9 (0.9–1) 0.96 0.95 (0.9–1) NS

Average IMT (mm) 0.48 0.58 (0.6–0.6) 0.52 0.64# (0.6–0.7) 0.75 0.76 (0.7–0.8) NS [*#]

Angiopoetin (pg/ml) 1234.2 1030 1838.8

VEGF (pg/ml) 413.9 643.5 568

CEC (ml blood) 28 16 32 (15–38) 56 64 (52–78) 48 74 (27–108) NS [0.04]

CD 133+ 0.05 0.25 0.05 (0–0.03) 0 0.02 (0.02–0.46) 0.03 0.025 (0.02–0.6) NS

CD 34+ 0.01 0.17 0.13 (0.06–0.39) 0.2 0.2 (0.12–0.37) 0.2 0.25 (0.05–0.63) NS

CD 144+ 0.76 0.53 (0.44–1.71) 1.34 0.39 (0.13–1.89) 4.69 1.05 (0.81–2.61) NS

KDR/CD34+ 0.06 0.07 0.07 (0.06–0.2) 0.02 0.05 (0.02–0.08) 0.05 0.05 (0.03–0.1) NS

CD144/CD34+ 0.03 0.02 0.03 (0.01-0.21) 0.08 0.025 (0.01–0.05) 0.09 0.025 (0.01–0.05) NS

Colony number 15.8 41 47.8 (11.1–75.1) 8 14.4 (1.7–25.3) 4.6 17.2 (10.9–22.7) NS [0.04]

Abbreviations: NS, not significant; FMD, flow-mediated dilatation; GTN, glyceryl trinitrate (25mg); CEC, circulating endothelial cell; IMT, intima-media thickness; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
Values represent median (interquartile range); P-values¼statistics are for comparisons between patients and controls. *P¼0.0008 compared with group 1. #P¼0.008 compared with group 3.
+¼Surface markers. [ ]¼ Comparisons within age control groups.
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IMT increased significantly with age in the controls (Table 2). Increas-
ing IMT values were also observed in the patients. However, there was
no difference in the median values for IMT between grouped controls
and PROM1 patients (0.65 (0.58–0.72) and 0.52 (0.48–0.75)).

Determination of growth factor concentration. Angiopoietin-2 levels
and vascular endothelial growth factor levels were within the normal
range according to established clinical ranges.

Isolation and quantification of EPCs. In controls, CEC number
significantly increased between the younger groups 1 and 2, but not
between either of the other age groups (Table 2). Increase in CECs
with age is less evident in PROM1 patients but falls within ranges for
healthy age-matched controls (Table 2). No change in the expression
of surface markers was observed with age in controls or PROM1
patients. Calculated as a percentage of the lymphocyte gate, there was
no significant difference between groups in the expression of any of
the surface markers alone or in combination (Table 2).

Cultivation of EPCs. Colony-forming unit endothelial cells (CFU-EC)
fell with age in controls. This trend was also observed in the few
PROM1 patients. Colony number tended to be low, but values fell
within the normal range for their ages (controls, 20.37 (7.05–32.57)
and PROM1 patients, 11.9 (4.6–41)).

Relationship between cellular and vascular measures. Numbers of
CFU-EC correlated with FMD:GTN ratio in the controls (r¼0.42,
Po0.05). CFU-EC from PROM1 patients demonstrated a similar
trend.

Microparticle number. Total microparticle number, which consisted
of endothelial MPs (CD144, D105 and CD62e), platelet MPs (CD42a)
and monocyte-derived MPs (CD14), fell within the upper range in
PROM1 patients in relation to age-matched controls. Comparisons
between patients and controls independently to age showed higher
number of total MPs in PROM1 patients (2.606 (1.399–2.97) and
0.3023 (0.14–1.35) for PROM1 patients and healthy age-matched
controls, respectively, median±interquartile range, P¼0.0028).
Furthermore endothelial MPs defined by CD144 expression were
also found to be significantly elevated in the PROM1 progeny
(Table 3).

Angiogenic capability. A Matrigel assay was used to determine the
effect of CFU-ECs labelled with acetylated low-density lipoprotein
(DiI-acLDL) on human umbilical endothelial cell (HUVEC) growth.

DiI-acLDL-labelled cells from PROM1 patients did not adhere to or
incorporate into the HUVECs as well as their age-matched controls

(5.6 (0–18) and 26.7 (15.5–44.3), P¼0.03; Figure 2). Furthermore, a
lack of Dil-acLDL-labelled cell incorporation into the HUVEC tubules
tended to produce lower tubule length in PROM1 subjects when
compared with their age-matched controls (0.8 (0.74–1.2) and 1.38
(0.9–1.46), P¼0.06; Figures 2 and 3). No difference in tubule number
was observed between the two groups (1 (1–1.14) and 0.88
(0.52–1.22), P¼0.57; Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

We describe vascular and endothelial function in addition to cerebral
structure and function in two independent families with the same
R373C mutation in the PROM1 gene. Carriers of the mutation were
already reported to present clinical features of autosomal dominant
macular dystrophy.7,18

Human PROM1 is expressed by various stem and progenitor cells
originating from diverse sources.23 Owing to the role of EPCs in
vascular and endothelial function,24 we investigated these character-
istics in five carriers of the R373C mutation. We found that the
number of CECs, endothelial markers such as CD133, as well as the
ability of EPCs to form endothelial colonies fell within the normal
range in the tested patients. Endothelium-dependent and -indepen-
dent functions, assessed by FMD, and the FMD:GTN ratio did not
differ from controls. There was also no difference in IMT. The basic
function and EPC regenerative resources would seem unaffected by
the R373C mutation.

However, the number of circulating MPs was raised in patients
compared with controls. MPs are membrane fragments shed by cells
which have been activated by a variety of stimuli including serine
proteases, inflammatory cytokines, growth factors and stress indu-
cers.25 Clinical studies have revealed elevated plasma levels of MPs in
multiple sclerosis, thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, coronary
artery disease, hypertension, preeclampsia and diabetes.26,27 Such data
have led to the concept that endothelial MPs are key factors at the
crossroads between inflammation, coagulation, proteolysis and vascular
repair.28 Elevated circulating levels of MPs in our patients could be an
indicator of either platelet, endothelial or leukocyte activation and
could reflect a persistent state of endothelial dysfunction.

We looked also at the contribution of immature ECFCs to tubule
growth. A significantly decreased ability of these cells to incorporate or
adhere to the HUVECs was observed in carriers of the mutation.
As this assay evaluates multiple cellular processes involved in blood
vessel growth, EPC functional activity would appear impaired by the
mutation. In turn, vascularization might be affected in the patients, at
least under certain circumstances, perhaps those requiring neo-
genesis or repair.

Table 3 Expression of microparticle number in platelet-poor plasma taken from PROM1 subjects

Million microparticles/ml blood

Age group 1 2 3 P-values

A-V:1 B-II:1 Control A-IV:2 Control A-III:6 Control

Age 19 32 28 (23–31) 46 40 (38–43) 66 64 (61–65)

CD62e 0.015 0.556 0.009 (0–1.08) 0.086 0.005 (0–0.05) 0.08 0.14 (0.01–0.02) 0.0279

CD144 1.19 0.774 0.02 (0–0.7) 1.27 0.33 (0.13–0.41) 0.8 0.15 (0.04–0.21) 0.0018

CD105 0.7 0.085 0.04 (0–0.71) 0.16 0.06 (0.02–0.41) 0.39 0.035 (0.02–0.07) 0.0613

CD42 0.47 0.56 0.2 (0–0.88) 0.57 0.23 (0.18–0.38) 1.15 0.085 (0.07–1.04) 0.0115

CD14 2.7 0.7 0.29 (0–1.3) 1.98 0.17 (0.03–0.34) 2.87 0.076 (0.06–0.94) 0.0028

Total MP number 2.89 1.09 0.28 (0.04–1.35) 2.32 0.51 (0.18–0.55) 3 0.19 (0.17–0.67) 0.0028

Data are expressed as median (range) microparticles per ml of blood or plasma; P¼statistics are for comparisons between PROM1 patients and controls. Significant P-values are in italics
(after Bonferroni’s correction).
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Notably, the mutation carriers had microhaematuria and/or renal
infections and a high number of miscarriages. Although there is no
study reporting endothelial dysfunction in patients with haematuria
and/or renal infections, several studies have reported that EPCs are
numerically and functionally impaired in patients with acute29 or

chronic renal failure,30 as compared with healthy subjects, and
mechanisms such as inflammation or uraemic toxins have been
given as potential explanations for the observed EPC dysfunction.30

More clear and direct is the relationship between miscarriages and
possible endothelial dysfunction, given that development, maturation
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Figure 3 Angiogenesis assay for HUVECs and ECFCs. Alteration in growth of HUVEC tubules with ECFCs from PROM1 subjects. (a) Number of cells

adherent/incorporated into endothelial tubules on Matrigel in PROM1 subjects and healthy age-matched controls; (b) Number of tubules formed on Matrigel

plate, averaged over eight random fields between PROM1 patients and controls. (c) Average tubule length of HUVECs formed on Matrigel, averaged over

eight random fields between PROM1 and controls. *Po0.05 significant difference between PROM1 and control group.

Figure 2 Representative micrograph of HUVECs in Matrigel for 18 h with EGM-2 grown cells from PROM1 patients and age-matched controls (24, 47 and

61 years old). Cells labelled red are DiI-labelled EGM-2 grown cells after 7 days in culture. Fewer adherent (red-coloured) cells and a tendency for shorter

tubule formation are apparent in patients compared with controls. The adhesion of the (red-labelled) ECFCs contributes to endothelial tubule formation.

Following culture of ECFCs with HUVECs, fewer ECFCs were adherent or incorporated into the tubules from the PROM1 subject when compared with the

age-matched control. Magnification �100, eight random fields studied in A-V:1, A-IV:2, A-III:6 and B-I:1.
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and maintenance of a neovascular network are necessary for successful
haemochorial placentation as well as normal embryonic development
and growth.31 Impairment in EPC functionality could thus affect
placental angiogenesis and contribute to history of recurrent miscar-
riages in our patients. This requires further study in a larger group of
patients, and might merit study in women with unexplained recurrent
miscarriages.

CD133 has been also reported to mark several cell types with a
variety of putative roles, including involvement in hippocampal
neurogenesis16,17 and diverse haematopoietic and extrahaematopoietic
progenitive and regenerative functions.32–34 Carriers of the PROM1
mutation showed hippocampal and cerebral volumes within normal
ranges for all patients from both kindreds. Three patients had small
lesions in WM. Interestingly, the presence of MPs has also been
reported to be positively associated with contrast-enhancing lesions
on brain MRI in subjects with multiple sclerosis35 and furthermore,
endothelial dysfunction is thought to have an important role in the
pathogenesis of cerebral small-vessel disease especially in those
patients with concomitant silent lacunar infarcts and ischaemic WM
lesions.36 In line with this possible accelerated aging effect, the older
member from the kindred B and one carrier of the PROM1 mutation
in family A showed some memory disturbance and impairment in
measures of executive functions in addition to small WM lesions. The
remaining carriers in both families had average IQs and unimpaired
performance on the other cognitive measures.

The three (of four) members of family A showed an empty sella
turcica. The familial empty sella together with an eye phenotype could
suggest a developmental defect of mesenchymal origin caused
by mutation in the same gene.37 Familial empty sella has not, to
our knowledge, been reported previously. Three patients had impaired
olfaction.

All together, the elevated plasma levels of MPs, decreased ability of
EPCs to incorporate into or adhere to tubules, the presence of empty
sella turcica as well as leucoaraiosis and cognitive decline in the oldest
mutation carriers suggest endothelial dysfunction that could be more
pronounced or more evident with age. The R373C mutation results in
a stable mutant protein. However, the mutant protein is not only
mislocalized in retina, but it also interferes with the action of
the normal protein,7 thereby accounting for its dominant mode
of inheritance. Though we found no difference in the number of
circulating EPCs or numbers of cells expressing CD133, the mutation
may impair the function. For example, the mutation could render
EPCs less effective in the process of angiogenesis or repair of damaged
endothelium. Carriers of the R373C mutation showed no obvious
greater risk of vascular dysfunction, but structural and functional
microcirculation alterations tend to occur during ageing. Functional
vascular examination was only undertaken in one of the two older
patients as the second declined to take part in this test. Moreover,
the presence of high blood pressure and high cholesterol, as well
as leucoaraiosis,38 could be a sign of vascular alteration. Longitudinal
study of more individuals with PROM1 mutation might be
informative.

To our knowledge, this is the first study reporting a family with eye
phenotype together with empty sella turcica, presence of microhema-
turia and possible endothelial dysfunction. In the case of the eye
phenotype (macular dystrophy), the penetrance was complete
although showing differences in severity. Penetrance in the other
phenotypes was incomplete. Notable is the fact that none of the
members in family B presented extra-ocular features, nor MRI
findings (other than a few WM lesions), besides the cognitive
decline in the older member, raising the possibility of organ-specific

penetrance differences, perhaps related to organ-specific splicing
differences of the PROM1 transcript. PROM1 transcription regulation
is rather complicated and poorly understood: it exhibits extensive
splice variation39 with tissue-specific distribution,40 and in addition,
transcripts can be regulated by epigenetic factors, as suggested by
experiments with artificial in vitro methylation.40 However, we cannot
exclude the possibility that mutation in a second gene could
be influencing the extra-ocular phenotype in family A, especially the
presence of empty sella turcica.

The role of PROM1 in brain is still unclear. The gene, by itself or in
combination with other genes, seems to have a role in the develop-
ment of the brain, and/or cerebral recovery and repair.17,41 The
heterozygous mutation studied here results in a stable protein7 and
is perhaps insufficient to completely inhibit its function in the brain.
In contrast, recessive mutations arise from either frameshift or
nonsense mutations5,6 that result in the generation of a premature
stop codon and truncated protein.5,6,42 In these cases, the homozygous
patients display a severe eye phenotype, and polydactyly was also
reported in one of the carriers, an additional symptom that confirms
the existence of variable penetrance associated with PROM1. No other
documentation about vascular, endothelial or brain structures was
reported.

The nature and size of our study does not permit definitive
conclusions but leads to the suggestion that endothelial function
may be affected in patients with the PROM1 R373C mutation, despite
the apparently normal levels of EPCs. Further studies are needed to
confirm these interesting findings that broaden the phenotype of
PROM1 mutation, and inform our understanding of CD133 function.
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